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ABSTRACT

The role of the village head, village officials and the entire community is to shape Cibeber village independent village. Building an independent village is not an easy thing; it requires a lot of effort and time. Therefore, collaboration between Heads and Heads is needed, village officials and all elements of society to make village activities and all village development a success, considering that in Cibeber village itself the enthusiasm of the community is extraordinary in making all village programs a success and mutual cooperation in village development, through the role of the village head who collaborates with the village community to make Cibeber village one of the independent villages in Kiarapedes District, Purwakarta Regency. The research method uses qualitative methods in the form of data analysis technique which consists of three components: data reduction, data presentation and data verification and drawing conclusions. The results and analysis found that the supporting factors for the formation of independent villages include equitable village development, quality human resources, and all village programs can be realized well as well as the role of the village head and participation. The community who assists the village head in development for the development and formation of an Independent Village which influences the progress of the Independent Village in Cibeber Village.

1. INTRODUCTION

Support in realizing the vision of the Village Law is to develop an Indonesian society that is independent and has personality. Village reform is a necessity that must be achieved through Law Number 6 of 2014 and its derivative laws and regulations. In Cibeber village itself, the village head made a village develop into an independent village without escaping the enthusiasm and participation of the community itself, considering that all elements of society participated in advancing the village which was initially a developing village into an independent village.

By seeing how much prosperity and development has increased in Cibeber village, we need to have benchmarks. This increase can be marked by structural changes in several fields such as education, health, economics, politics and culture. In Indonesia, especially in villages, to see how advanced and developed a village is can be seen from its status. The status of this village can be known through the progress and independence of the village which is determined based on the developing village index. The classification of village status includes independent villages, developed villages, developing villages, underdeveloped villages and very underdeveloped villages.
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One of the important roles of the Village Head in running government in the village, includes implementing village empowerment programs towards independent villages. One of the fundamental issues in the process of administering government, both at the central, regional and village levels, is how to build or create a government mechanism that can carry out its mission in creating a prosperous society in a just manner. In the definition of a village according to Widjaja and Law number 32 of 2004 above, it is very clear that a village is a self-community, namely a community that regulates itself.

One of the fundamental issues in the process of administering government, both at the central, regional and village levels, is how to build or create a government mechanism that can carry out its mission in creating a prosperous society with justice. To realize community welfare, the government must carry out development based on community aspirations.

2. RESEARCH METHODS

The research method used in this research is a qualitative method using a type of field research, where research is directly carried out in Cibeber Village by looking at the phenomena that occur there. In this research the author uses a case study as an approach in exploring qualitative data. After that, the researcher compiled a series of research activities. The first step taken by the researcher was observation, where this observation focused on the community's testimony regarding the effects of this independent village, where the residents briefly explained the independent village culture in Cibeber village, the community's limited information regarding independent villages, the community suggested us to conduct an interview with the Cibeber village head and we immediately conducted a semi-structured interview with the Cibeber village head. The next step, we conducted an intense interview with the Cibeber Village Head who was located at the Cibeber Village Office. There we were given an explanation in as much detail as possible regarding the transformation of Cibeber village, which initially developed into an independent village. For the interview technique itself, the researcher prepared several points of questions to be asked of the village head, including the researcher asking.

After all the data was collected, the researcher immediately carried out data analysis techniques which consisted of three components: data reduction, data presentation and data verification and drawing conclusions. The data that the researcher obtained from interviews, observations and documentation were collected then by reduction the researcher summarized and extracted the main and important data. The presentation of data in this research is to present a collection of structured information obtained during observations and interviews with the community, village officials and the village head. The third step in qualitative data analysis is drawing conclusions and verifying. Conclusions in qualitative research can answer the problem formulation that was formulated from the start, because
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the problem formulation in qualitative research is still temporary and will develop after research in the field. Conclusions on the data in this research were obtained from observations and interviews regarding what makes Cibeber village an independent village.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

After going through a fairly long process, the researchers were finally able to present the results of the analysis, interview, and the observation that there are two interesting sub-discussions to be included in this research, including:

3.1 The Role of the Village Head in Forming an Independent Village in Cibeber Village

The village head is the sole authority in the village structure where the village head does not have representatives such as the Regent, Governor and President, but the Village Head can be said to be an independent leader who must manage all village affairs. Apart from that, he manages government affairs. Law number 6 of 2014 states that the Village Head, namely the Village Head, is tasked with organizing the Village Government, carrying out Village Development, fostering Village community, and empowering the Village community, therefore the Village Head has a very important role and position in the Village Government.

The very important role of the Village Head is, the Village Head as a facilitator and provider of facilities and infrastructure for all elements of society, the Village Head as a facilitator, namely providing a place in the village hall. In this case, the Village Head invited the entire Cibeber Village community to discuss development in accordance with the problems occurring in the field. Then, based on the results of interviews with the Cibeber Village Head and direct observations in the field, the Cibeber Village Head has made efforts to develop the transportation (road) facilities and infrastructure sector for the Cibeber Village community in improving the community’s economy.

With the facilitation of the Village Head, it is hoped that village communities will be able to take part in existing village programs to participate in village development, because for this year alone the Physical Development program comes from the Village Fund Allocation (ADD). From the series of development and empowerment activities carried out you can see significant changes, especially in accelerating village development, especially in Cibeber Village.

Then the role of the village head as a Mobilizer, where the Village Head has a very central role in the development sector, because the Village Head is the planner, mover, supervisor of development, and pioneer of development. The role of the Village Head is very important in implementing approaches and growing and developing community self-reliance to be able to realize the implementation of development that has been planned in the Village Revenue and Expenditure Budget. Mobilizing the community in implementing development is very important for the village government, where the Head of Cibeber Village always invites village officials to mobilize the community and participate in implementing village development programs. As the Head of Cibeber Village, you must be able to mobilize the community in implementing physical and other development, as well as providing direction to the community to do something useful for the benefit of the people, as well as other long-term interests.

Then, apart from the results of interviews with the Head of Cibeber Village, we researchers witnessed firsthand how the governance and administration in Cibeber Village is neatly organized, so it is not


surprising that Cibeber Village is one of the villages that has become an independent village among ten villages in Kiaraopedes, two of which have become independent villages, and one of them is Cibeber Village.  

3.2 Community Participation in Assisting Village Heads to Form Independent Villages

Talking about village community participation in forming independent villages essentially discusses village community empowerment, where community empowerment itself is a process where the community takes the initiative to start a process of social activities to improve their own situation and conditions. Community empowerment can also be interpreted as an effort to transform community growth into the real strength of society, to protect and fight for values and interests in all aspects of life.

Then, as a result of observations of the community, researchers found that there were several village government efforts to form independent villages in synergy with the community, for example there was empowerment of MSMEs which were managed by the community and accommodated by the village government. There are several types of MSMEs that are managed by the Cibeber village community, including "Nutmeg Syrup, Mangosteen Syrup, and Mangosteen Skin Tea, where these businesses are the livelihood of the Cibeber village community, the community has an important role in managing these MSMEs, community efforts from the community for the community, this is one of the causes of Cibeber village becoming an independent village, because the Cibeber Village Head applies the principle "Cibeber village people must become productive citizens, not consumptive citizens."

Furthermore, the participation of residents to form an independent village, namely, through the awareness of Cibeber village residents in participating in building village infrastructure built by the village, the results of researchers' observations in Cibeber village, in the past 40 days, Cibeber village residents and village officials worked together, building fields and building roads, and the community's enthusiasm for community service and mutual cooperation in making all the development carried out in Cibeber village a success.

From all the aspects above, it can be underlined that the community is the fulcrum for the formation of an independent village, because without the community participating in all village development and programs, the village head's efforts in forming an independent village will not be achieved, the key to achieving the goal. The Village Head to make Cibeber village an independent village means that communication, transparency and motivation for all elements of society must be well established. If all these components have been implemented by the village government then it is not impossible for a village to be called an independent village, such as which has happened and is being implemented in Cibeber village.

4. CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that a village that has achieved an independent village does not escape the role of the Village Head and the community, the village head plays the role of facilitator, motivator and mentor, where the village head in Cibeber village has successfully directed and provided stimulus to the community so that they are aware of the importance of a culture of mutual cooperation, and most importantly, the Head of Cibeber Village succeeded in changing the mindset of the community, which previously implemented a consumerist culture, into implementing a productive culture or habit.

Then the community also has a very large and maximum contribution to the formation of this independent village. Considering the enthusiasm and awareness of the community regarding development activities and all village programs, all elements of society without exception take part in making development and village programs a success. Basically the village head will not be able to make all village activities and programs a success if there is no participation from all elements of the village community, so continuity between village officials and all village residents must be well established, and also all communities must synergize, collaborate and follow all directions from the village head.
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